The Electrician LIVE Show (Podcast/Videocast) has roots
dating back to 2004 when Paul Abernathy, a nationally
renowned electrical code expert and author began uploading
personal recordings of electrical educational material to an
online, publically available media platform then known as 1000
Mic’s.
Since 2004, Mr. Abernathy has conducted over 4,200+ podcasts,
videocasts, streaming events, seminars, and webinars on all
things electrical code or electrical industry related.

ATTENTION SPECIAL GUESTS
Call into the show approximately 15
minutes before air time (7:45 PM CST)
Call into our system via

1-214-945-0653
Note: Submit your Q & A material no less
than 48 hours prior to the LIVE show

ELECTRICIAN
LIVE
LIVE PODCAST SERIES

CONTACT
CALL IN VIA PHONE:
1-214-945-0653
CALL IN VIA SKYPE ID:
MASTERTHENEC
EMAIL:
info@masterthenec.com

Mr. Abernathy holds a Master Electrician license in multiple
states for over 30 years and has owned multiple electrical
contracting business. He has served as Electrical Engineer II for
the City of Richmond, VA, Electrical Code Supervisor for the
City of Alexandria, VA, Electrical Code Expert and Southern
Field Representative for the National Electrical Manufactures
Association [NEMA] and serves as Manager of Codes and
Standards for Encore Wire Corporation. Lastly, Mr. Abernathy
serves as CEO & President of Electrical Code Academy, Inc., a
leader in the electrical educational training industry.
Electrical LIVE is produced by Electrical Code Academy, Inc., a
Texas Corporation, with over 10 years of experience publishing,
articles, newsletters, educational material, podcasts and videos
online.
Electrician LIVE is a NEW and FRESH approach to the delivery
of live and relevant insight for the electrical industry with an
enhanced focus on electricians and their educational needs.
OUR PLATFORM: Electrician LIVE is a Podcast/Videocast
LIVE call in show platform with occasional special guest
appearances that airs LIVE Saturday at 8:00PM CST. However,
additional pre-recorded episodes air on a frequent basis
providing a reoccurring mix of available entertainment and
educational value to our end listener/viewer.
COVERAGE: Currently utilizing the “Master The NEC”
coverage network, which currently simulcast to iHeart Radio,
Spotify, Speaker, Google Podcast, iTunes Radio, Anchor, FM,
Podcast Nation, Castbox, Deezer, Podchaser, Podcast Addict
and more. In fact, based on combined analytics our shows have
a market share of over 300,000 unique listeners every month.
To listen/watch to our show visit

WWW.ELECTRICIANLIVE.COM

